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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: DIPG is among the most devastating brain tumors in children, necessitating the development of novel
treatment strategies and advanced imaging markers such as perfusion to adequately monitor clinical trials. This study investigated tumor
perfusion and 3D segmented tumor volume as predictive markers for outcome in children with newly diagnosed DIPG.

METHODS: Imaging data were assessed at baseline, during, and after RT, and every other month thereafter until tumor progression for 35
patients (ages 2–16 years) with newly diagnosed DIPG enrolled in the phase I clinical study, NCT00472017. Patients were treated with
conformal RT and vandetanib, a vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 inhibitor.

RESULTS: Tumor perfusion increased and tumor volume decreased during combined RT and vandetanib therapy. These changes slowly
diminished in follow-up scans until tumor progression. However, increased tumor perfusion and decreased tumor volume during com-
bined therapy were associated with longer PFS. Apart from a longer OS for patients who showed elevated tumor perfusion after RT, there
was no association for tumor volume and other perfusion variables with OS.

CONCLUSIONS: Our results suggest that tumor perfusion may be a useful predictive marker for the assessment of treatment response
and tumor progression in children with DIPG treated with both RT and vandetanib. The assessment of tumor perfusion yields valuable
information about tumor microvascular status and its response to therapy, which may help better understand the biology of DIPGs and
monitor novel treatment strategies in future clinical trials.

ABBREVIATIONS: DIPG� diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma; DSC� dynamic susceptibility contrast; etCO2� end-tidal carbon dioxide; OS� overall survival; PFS�
progression-free survival; RT� radiation therapy

Children with DIPG continue to have a very poor prognosis,

with a median survival rate of less than 1 year.1,2 Standard

therapy consists of conventionally fractionated RT, which only

temporarily improves the patients’ clinical and neurologic status.

The use of chemotherapy has shown no benefit in children with

DIPG. The overall outcome of DIPG remains poor.2 In a phase I

clinical study (NCT00472017) conducted at our institution, van-

detanib (Caprelsa; AstraZeneca, Macclesfield, United Kingdom),

a vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 and an epidermal

growth factor receptor inhibitor, was given orally in conjunction

with standard RT to children with newly diagnosed DIPG.3 To

better understand the mechanisms of tumor growth, such as vas-

cular proliferation, and response to therapy, we used advanced

functional and anatomic MR imaging techniques to closely mon-

itor tumor response and progression during this study.

An earlier imaging study of children with DIPG found no

prognostic significance of conventional MR imaging assessment

but suggested that quantitative parameters of advanced MR im-

aging techniques may serve as surrogate markers for therapy re-

sponse and prognosis.4 Therefore, the objective of our prospec-

tive imaging study was to evaluate tumor perfusion, tumor blood

volume, and high-resolution 3D segmented tumor volume as po-
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tential predictive markers for treatment response and tumor pro-

gression in children with newly diagnosed DIPG.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Phase I Clinical Study
The imaging study was conducted between June 2007 and August

2010 at our institution.3 A total of 35 patients (15 boys, 20 girls;

median age, 6 years; age range, 2–16 years) with newly diagnosed

DIPG were enrolled. The maximal tolerated dose of vandetanib

was determined by escalating dosage levels of 50 (n � 3), 65 (n �

3), 85 (n � 3), 110 (n � 16), and 145 (n � 10) mg/m2 per day.

Vandetanib was administered orally once daily and was continued

for up to 2 years. Conformal RT was given in 1.8-Gy fractions 5

days a week for 6 weeks, for a total dose of 54 Gy to the planned

target volume. Treatment with vandetanib and RT started on the

same day. Corticosteroids were administered as necessary on an

individual basis to control symptoms related to edema and mass

effect, with the goal of discontinuing use when clinically applica-

ble. The outcome of patients enrolled in the phase I study re-

mained poor, with a 1-year OS of 37.5% � 10.5% and a 2-year OS

of 21.4% � 11%. Only 2 patients remain alive, with 1 patient free

of progression 58 months after diagnosis.3

The institutional review board approved this protocol before

initial patient enrollment, and continuing approval was main-

tained throughout the study. Written informed consent for par-

ticipation was obtained from the parents or legal guardians of the

patients, and assents were obtained when appropriate.

MR Imaging
MR imaging was scheduled at baseline (within 2 weeks before

initiation of RT and vandetanib), 7 � 3 days after the start of RT,

and at the middle (week 3) and end of RT (week 6). Follow-up MR

imaging examinations were assessed every other month after RT

until the patient was taken off the study. Most patients were se-

dated during MR imaging. To account for the effect of sedation,5

diastolic blood pressure and etCO2 levels were recorded during

MR imaging perfusion scans. MR examinations were performed

mostly on a 3T Trio MR imaging scanner (Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany). Because of relocation of the 3T MR imaging scanner

during the study period, 3 patients mainly underwent MR exam-

inations on a 1.5T Avanto MR imaging scanner (Siemens) be-

cause their baseline examination was performed at 1.5T. Eight

patients received 1 or 2 midtime course examinations on the 1.5T

scanner for the same reason. For longitudinal data uniformity, the

1.5T examinations were later removed from the data analysis. At

each imaging time point, tumor perfusion was measured by use of

both ASL and DSC-PWI. Tumor blood volume was also assessed

by DSC-PWI. Tumor volume was evaluated on a T2-weighted

high-resolution whole-brain 3D dataset acquired by a T2-

weighted 3D turbo spin-echo sequence with variable flip angles,6

with a TR of 3000 ms and a TE of 345 ms. Automatic segmenta-

tion7 of gray matter and WM was conducted on a T1-weighted

high-resolution whole-brain 3D dataset acquired by magnetiza-

tion-prepared rapid acquisition of gradient echo,8 with a TE of

2.44 ms; TI, 900 ms; and TR, 1920 ms.

First, perfusion imaging was performed by use of a pulsed

ASL9 sequence with an EPI readout consisting of 11 ascending

sections with the following parameters: TR, 2280 ms; TE, 23 ms;

matrix, 64 � 64; field of view, 210 � 210 mm2; 5-mm section

thickness with 1-mm gap; and inversion times, 700 ms for TI1 and

1400 ms for TI2. A total of 50 label-control pairs and a spin atten-

uation map were collected and corrected for motion.10 Second,

perfusion imaging was performed by use of DSC-PWI. Dynamic

T2*-weighted images were acquired by EPI with 11 interleaved

sections with the following parameters: TR, 1800 ms; TE, 28 ms;

acquisition matrix, 64 � 64, interpolated by k-space zero-filling to

128 � 128; field of view, 210 � 210 mm2; and 5-mm section

thickness with a 1-mm gap. The EPI readout was repeated 90

times to image the first pass of the contrast agent bolus. DSC-PWI

sections were positioned to anatomically coincide with ASL im-

aging sections. Baseline images were acquired for approximately

30 seconds, followed by a rapid intravenous bolus injection of

1-mL/kg gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist, Berlex; Bayer

HealthCare Pharmaceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey) with a power

injector at a rate of 0.8 –1.0 mL/s (depending on the peripheral

venous catheter size), followed immediately by a 20-mL saline

flush at the same rate. Approximately 5 minutes before the DSC-

PWI measurement, the extravascular space of the tumor was pre-

saturated with the same 1-mL/kg gadopentetate dimeglumine

dose to minimize potential compromising effects of a rapidly ex-

travasating contrast agent.11

Image Postprocessing
ASL images were bicubically interpolated to a matrix size of 128 �

128 to match the DSC-PWI images, and absolute ASL-CBF maps

were calculated according to a previously reported method and

were adjusted for intersection acquisition delays.12 The first-pass

DSC-PWI data were processed by use of the PWI Task Card for

SyngoMR (Athinoula A. Martinos Center, Massachusetts General

Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts) by selection of a global arterial

input from the middle cerebral arteries and calculation of perfu-

sion and blood volume maps.13,14 Ratios of CBF and CBV were

calculated between the median values of the 3D segmented tumor

region of interest and the normal-appearing WM region of inter-

est resulting from automated tissue segmentation. The mean ASL

and DSC-PWI images, T1WI and T2WI, were coregistered by use

of FLIRT15 (FMRIB Software Library; www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl).

The tumor, defined as T2 hyperintense, was then manually seg-

mented from the 3D high-resolution T2-weighted image. Apply-

ing the tumor region of interest as an exclusion mask, we auto-

matically segmented the T1-weighted images by using FAST7

(FMRIB Software Library), generating 3D regions of interest of

gray matter, WM, and CSF. We then transformed the tumor, gray

matter, and WM regions of interest to the spatial resolution of

DSC-PWI and interpolated ASL data, thereby facilitating size-

matched tumor and tissue region-of-interest evaluation.

Statistical Analysis
The change in tumor perfusion and 3D volume from baseline to

post-RT was investigated with use of the Wilcoxon signed-rank

test. The changes in tumor perfusion and 3D volume were ana-

lyzed by 2 separate mixed-effects models: one from baseline to the

end of RT and another from the end of RT to the end of study. We

investigated the association between tumor volume and perfusion
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in a cross-sectional manner at each scheduled MR time point by

using Spearman rank correlation (baseline and weeks 1, 3, 6, 16,

24, and 26� from the start of therapy).

The association of tumor perfusion and volume with PFS and

OS were investigated by use of Cox proportional hazards models.

PFS was defined as the time from the start of therapy to the date of

tumor progression or death, and OS was defined as the time from

the start of therapy to death. Patients who did not have an event

for PFS or OS were censored at their last follow-up dates. For a

given variable of interest, the Cox survival model included the

baseline assessment and the change during RT as fixed covariates,

and the change following RT as a time-dependent covariate. To

increase the usefulness of the ASL method, which measured per-

fusion values close to its noise levels in the image, we categorized

tumor ASL-CBF values into 5 groups: group 1 (below sensitivity:

ASL-CBF �10 mL/min/100 g), group 2 (comparable with WM:

ASL-CBF 10 to �30 mL/min/100 g), group 3 (between gray mat-

ter and WM: ASL-CBF 30 to �50 mL/min/100 g), group 4 (com-

parable with gray matter: ASL-CBF 50 to �70 mL/min/100 g),

and group 5 (above gray matter: ASL-CBF �70 mL/min/100 g).

To account for the effect of sedation,5 we studied the associa-

tions of tumor perfusion with physiologic measures of etCO2 and

diastolic blood pressure in a cross-sectional fashion by using

Spearman rank correlation coefficients and in a longitudinal fash-

ion by using mixed-effects models.

Given the exploratory nature of these studies, the P values were

not adjusted for multiple testing, and the findings must be con-

sidered in a hypothesis-generating context.

RESULTS
Of the 35 patients enrolled in the study, 2 patients had shunts,

which caused image artifacts and compromised quantitative MR

imaging perfusion measurements. These patients were excluded

from the analysis. Overall, 205 MR examinations from 33 patients

were processed, of which 28 scans were acquired at 1.5T and were

therefore removed from the final analysis to maintain standard-

ization of image data acquisition. Three patients who had mainly

1.5T examinations were removed completely. Of the remaining

30 patients, 175 3T MR examinations were analyzed. There were 3

patients with 8 examinations each, 8 patients with 7 examinations,

10 patients with 6 examinations, 4 patients with 5 examinations, 2

patients with 4 examinations, 1 patient with 3 examinations, and

2 patients with 2 examinations. Of the remaining 30 patients, 29

had a baseline scan and at least 1 on-treatment scan, and 22 pa-

tients had a baseline scan and an immediate post-RT scan; thus,

pre-RT vs post-RT comparisons were only possible for this cohort

of 22 patients.

MR Imaging
Qualitative image assessment showed a bright tumor signal in

T2-weighted images at baseline, which decreased during the end

of RT, accompanied by a decrease in 3D tumor volume (Fig 1, row

A). After RT, the T2-weighted signal of the tumor became hyper-

intense again, and the tumor volume also increased. The analyzed

tumor region of interest outlined in red on the T2-weighted image

was transformed to the perfusion maps outlined in white (Fig 1,

rows B-D). Median changes in tumor CBF, CBV, and ASL-CBF

plotted as time progressed showed a distinct elevated tumor per-

fusion immediately after RT (Fig 2, box plots). Wilcoxon signed-

rank tests revealed that these increases in tumor ASL-CBF (P �

.006), CBF (P � .0001), and CBV (P � .0001) were statistically

significant (On-line Table 1). On the contrary, there was a signif-

icant decrease (P � .0001) in 3D tumor volume between baseline

and the immediate post-RT scan (On-line Table 1).

To evaluate the changes of tumor parameters with time during

treatment and follow-up, we constructed 2 separate mixed-effects

models for all time points before the end of RT (baseline and

during RT) and after RT. The combined average fit of these 2

models is illustrated in Fig 2 by the dashed red lines. Details of the

models are presented in On-line Table 2. Our model suggested a

quadratic behavior (P � .0001) for tumor ASL-CBF during RT: it

first decreased and then increased during RT, followed by a grad-

ual linear decline after RT (P � .0002). Tumor volume, on the

contrary, showed an opposite trend: it had a nonlinear decline

during RT (P � .0001) and then a gradual nonlinear increase after

RT (P � .0002). Both CBF and CBV linearly increased during RT

(P � .0003 and P � .0001, respectively), followed by a gradual

linear decrease (P � .0015 and P � .0035, respectively) after RT. A

cross-sectional Spearman rank correlation analysis between tu-

mor perfusion and tumor volume showed no convincing overall

association of tumor perfusion with tumor volume, except for a

suggestive positive correlation between CBF and tumor volume at

the end of RT (On-line Table 3).

Survival Analysis
Survival analysis on the basis of Cox proportional hazards models

showed no significant association of vandetanib dose, age at diag-

nosis, or sex with PFS (P values � .065, .10, and .075, respec-

tively), or with OS (P values � .125, .18, and .11, respectively).

Cox model results for the association of categorized ASL-CBF,

CBF, CBV, and tumor volume with PFS and OS are presented in

On-line Table 4. These multivariable survival models suggest that

patients with higher CBF at baseline have longer PFS (P � .0061

and P � .011 for categorized ASL-CBF and CBF, respectively),

keeping the other covariates in the model fixed. Also, patients

with higher increase in CBF during RT had more favorable PFS

than those who had lower increase or decrease in CBF during RT

(P � .044 and P � .0057 for categorized ASL-CBF and CBF,

respectively), keeping the other covariates fixed. After RT, catego-

rized ASL-CBF and CBF were both positively associated with a

more favorable PFS (P � .0034 and P � .001, respectively). Keep-

ing the other covariates fixed, patients with a steeper decline in

tumor perfusion had shorter PFS on average, whereas patients

with slower decline or an incline in CBF had more favorable PFS

on average.

In addition, larger tumor volumes at baseline were associated

with more favorable PFS (P � .013) than smaller tumor volumes,

likely because larger tumors at baseline tended to have better RT

response (Spearman rank correlation of 0.61 with P � .001, com-

paring pre-RT and immediately post-RT tumor volume measure-

ments). Patients with smaller decline or increase in tumor volume

during RT had less favorable PFS (P � .019) than those with a

greater decline in tumor volume. As expected, an increase in tu-

mor volume after RT led to earlier progression overall (P �
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.0001). The multivariable models did not indicate any statistical

association of changes in the CBV of the tumor with PFS or OS.

None of the tumor volume or CBF measurements at baseline,

during RT, or post-RT was significantly associated with OS. How-

ever, CBF indicated that patients with higher tumor perfusion at

baseline had slightly more favorable OS (P � .041) (On-line Table

4) than patients with lower tumor perfusion at baseline.

Sedation Effects
Cross-sectional analysis of the association between tumor perfu-

sion and physiologic measures evaluated to account for the effect

of sedation5 did not reveal a significant correlation, except for

etCO2 and ASL-CBF at week 3 (P � .017) (On-line Table 5).

Longitudinal post-RT evaluations by the mixed-effects models

showed some evidence that etCO2 is associated with ASL-CBF

(P � .03). ASL-CBF changes pre-RT to post-RT were not associ-

ated with changes in etCO2 during RT (Spearman rank correla-

tion of 0.23 with P � .32).

DISCUSSION
Because the overall outcome of DIPGs remains poor, the devel-

opment of novel treatment strategies and advanced imaging

markers to adequately monitor clinical trials is of high impor-

tance. To better understand the mechanisms of tumor growth,

such as vascular proliferation, and their response to therapy, we

closely monitored tumor perfusion and tumor volume of patients

with newly diagnosed DIPGs treated with combined convention-

ally fractionated conformal radiation and antiangiogenic therapy.

We found an increase in median tumor perfusion and blood

volume and a decrease in tumor volume at the end of RT. After

RT, the elevated tumor perfusion and blood volume steadily de-

creased with time, with tumor volume increasing concurrently.

The observed quadratic time dependency of ASL-CBF during RT,

as opposed to the linear time dependency of DSC-CBF, may be

caused by the different measures of absolute quantitative tumor

perfusion by ASL and the relative quantitative ratio between tu-

mor and WM perfusion by DSC. As expected, there was a signif-

icant association of decreased tumor volume during RT and

maintenance of low tumor volumes thereafter with longer PFS,

which demonstrates that tumor volume is still an important de-

terminant in the evaluation of treatment response. Also, in our

study progression was based on tumor size,16 which was assessed

during the regular reading of conventional axial and sagittal 2D

MR imaging by pediatric neuroradiologists, if the product of the

FIG 1. T2-weighted imagewith outlined tumor region of interest (rowA) and correspondingmaps of CBF (row B), CBV (rowC), and ASL-CBF (row
D, color bar of ASL-CBF is given in absolute units of milliliters per minute per 100-g tissue) of different time points during therapy. The course of
therapy and time points of the images are depicted at the bottom. Changes of tumor tissue appearing in T2-weighted images and changes in
tumor perfusion can be seen.
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maximal perpendicular diameters of the tumor increased by more

than 25% compared with baseline. The association of larger tu-

mor volumes at baseline with longer PFS in our study agrees with

findings of the Pediatric Brain Tumor Consortium ,17 which may

be because larger tumors at baseline showed a higher decrease in

tumor volume at the end of RT, indicating a better response to

therapy. Poussaint et al17 suggested that these larger tumors at

baseline may represent less aggressive neoplasm because they

were allowed to slowly grow to a larger size before clinical detec-

tion. The absence of association between 3D tumor volume and

OS is in agreement with previous studies on DIPG.4

We found no direct association between tumor perfusion and

3D tumor volume; therefore, the known interdependency among

tumor size, tumor interstitial pressure, and tumor perfusion may

not explain our observations.18,19 However, the confined localiza-

tion of the tumor may confound the correlation analysis between

tumor volume and perfusion. The qualitatively observed decrease

in the T2-weighted tumor signal (Fig 1) may suggest that diffusion

imaging would be useful in elucidating if changes in tumor per-

fusion are secondary effects of changes of edema and, therefore,

interstitial pressure in the tumor.20

Patients who had higher tumor perfusion had longer PFS than

those who had lower tumor perfusion. This association was also

found for OS and CBF at baseline. These results suggest that tu-

mor perfusion may be a useful prognostic factor for progression

and outcome in DIPG treated with RT and vandetanib. Our find-

ings are consistent with those of a recent study showing increased

survival duration in patients with glioblastoma who respond to

antiangiogenic therapy with elevated blood perfusion.21 How-

ever, because we did not have a control group in our phase I study

and the natural perfusion history of this tumor is not known, we

are not able to determine whether this observation of increased

perfusion with longer PFS and OS was a

result of the antiangiogenic therapy,20 RT

alone, or the combination of these 2 treat-

ments. Furthermore, these results could

also have been found to be very different

for patients receiving RT only or for un-

treated patient cohorts. Nevertheless, we

are very confident that our findings are a

true effect of therapy because increased

tumor perfusion coincides with the onset

of treatment and the decrease in tumor

volume.

The median CBV ratio of the whole

tumor region of interest was not signifi-

cantly associated with PFS or OS. The

measured CBV ratio was less than or ap-

proximately 1, in contrast to a CBV of

more than 1.75 observed in high-grade

gliomas, which was a prognostic factor of

poor outcome.22 A recent study recom-

mending the use of DSC-PWI imaging in

DIPG showed that increased blood vol-

ume at baseline or on follow-up examina-

tions was associated with reduced survival

duration.23 However, in our study blood

volume was used as a continuous variable, but Hipp et al23 eval-

uated blood volume as a binary variable with increase or decrease

in blood volume as the 2 values. In another study, small distinct

areas of focal anaplasia within DIPG were identified and were

characterized by a higher CBV than that of the rest of the tumor.24

Therefore, data evaluation in the future should investigate the

heterogeneity25 of CBV values inside the whole tumor region of

interest or in specific subregions of the tumor to test for its poten-

tial prognostic value.

To account for the confounding effect of etCO2 on cerebral

perfusion in sedated, spontaneously breathing patients,5 etCO2

levels were recorded during perfusion imaging. Cross-sectional

analysis revealed a positive association of etCO2 and ASL-CBF for

the first 3 time points (baseline, week 1, and week 3), and a lon-

gitudinal analysis after RT also found a significant association

between etCO2 and ASL-CBF. However, this association was not

observed in relative CBF (DSC-PWI), which suggests that the va-

sodilative effect of CO2 may have a similar effect on both DIPG

and WM perfusion. Thus, relative perfusion measures are not as

sensitive with respect to the systemic effect of CO2. Because of the

similarities in the longitudinal trends of tumor perfusion mea-

sured by both ASL and DSC-PWI, we believe that our findings for

ASL-CBF with PFS and OS are still meaningful and are not com-

promised by etCO2. Nevertheless, future studies should try to

maintain a fixed etCO2 level during perfusion measurement to

avoid this potentially confounding factor.

A potential limitation of our study was the use of steroids,

which were given on an individual basis and were not recorded in

detail during the study. In retrospect, we could only identify pa-

tients who used steroids at 1 point after RT; these patients are

indicated with asterisks and blue lines in Fig 2. Therefore, use and

dosage of steroids as a possible confounding factor could not be

A C

B D

FIG 2. Time course of ASL-CBF (A), CBF (B), CBV (C), and tumor volume (D) during and after RT.
Beginning and end of RT aremarked by dotted straight gray lines at time points 0 and 1.4months.
Red bold dashed curves indicate the time trend of the most statistically significant linear or
quadratic model. Solid lines denote individual time course of each patient and patients who
used steroids after RT are marked in blue. Box plots were overlaid to highlight the distribution
of values at each time point.
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assessed in our analysis. Future studies should investigate the use

of steroids in the evaluation of tumor characteristics. Further-

more, our EPI-ASL technique had low signal-to-noise ratio and

was prone to artifacts from field inhomogeneities in the area of the

brain stem. Therefore, the use of more advanced and robust ASL

techniques such as 3D-GRASE-ASL26 with background suppres-

sion or Q2WISE27 is recommended in future studies. The DSC-

PWI calculation used a global arterial input that was selected from

the MCA far away from the location of the tumor. Newer tech-

niques that use a local arterial input that closely resembles a pon-

tine arterial input function could improve the reliability of CBF

and CBV measurements.28 To increase the prognostic usefulness

of tumor perfusion, both diffusion and perfusion measurement

should be made in conjunction to differentiate the possible effects

of tumor edema. Furthermore, because of the long period in

which the study was performed (ie, relocation of MR scanners),

data standardization and consistency were of particular interest

and may have been potential limitations of our study.

Because of the relocation of the 3T scanner during our study

period, some examinations were performed at 1.5T and were re-

moved from the statistical analysis to eliminate any potential con-

founding factors arising from different field strength. This exclu-

sion criterion also removed 3 patients who had mainly 1.5T

examinations. Eight other patients had a mixture of 1.5T and 3T

examinations. We chose to keep the 3T examinations of those 8

patients in the statistical analysis because the examinations are

independent of each other, and all 8 patients had 3T examinations

at baseline. The removal of these 8 patients would have led to an

overall sample size that would have been too limiting for our

longitudinal and survival models.

CONCLUSIONS
Our results suggest that tumor perfusion may be a useful predic-

tive marker for the assessment of treatment response and tumor

progression in children with DIPG treated with RT and vandet-

anib. The assessment of tumor perfusion yielded valuable infor-

mation about the tumor’s microvascular status and its response to

therapy, which may help to better understand the biology of

DIPGs and monitor novel treatment strategies in the future.
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